
Round up for readers 
 
CW4K 
http://www.cw4k.com 
  
CW4K(Creative writing for kids) was started in 1999 as a web space where children could upload 
and share their stories. It was developed by children’s author Antony Lishak, convinced that 
creating and sharing stories is vital in helping children find the confidence to express themselves. 
CW4K is now a team of dedicated writers, educationalists and web designers. CW4K enables 
children to write and illustrate their own online page-turning books and publish them so that 
friends and family members can read them. 
Children need to sign up with their own email address but it also asks for parents’ email so they 
can see what their child has written and which will offer assurances for safeguarding children. 
The first month is free, after which it costs £4.99 per month. There is the option to email what 
the child has written to others for comments, so feedback is given as in real life. For their 
subscription children are able to create and publish unlimited numbers of online books, get 
regular writing tips from children’s authors and gain access to a world of stimulating ideas 
designed to encourage their writing. 
  
  
Author Hotline 
http://www.authorhotline.com 
  
CW4K is great for budding authors to use at home, but for school use Author Hotlineis very 
useful as a school resource of exclusive author, illustrator and poet profiles. It offers young 
readers the chance to connect with published professionals. It is a great opportunity to support 
the work of authors in schools. 
The home page has rolling short bursts of ‘Did you know?’ facts – one line facts about an author 
with their photo. The facts could be linked to their writing, or just random facts about their life 
to show they are human. Also on the homepage is ‘Latest news’ – currently competition results 
and a sign up for a free monthly newsletter – aimed at teachers – although it didn’t work for me. 
A link to the WBD site is current. The main body of this site is the online bank of author 
profiles which includes an image, biography, quick-questionnaire and book list showing front 
covers of the author’s work – whether in or out of print – that children can search through. This 
is dependent upon the author signing up, but is free to them to upload their details. 
If schools are studying a book they can visit the author’s profile and download it as a pdf. The 
questions answered by the author are different for each author and some much longer than 
others. The user can search for an author alphabetically or by type – 
author/poet/storyteller/illustrator, including fiction and non-fiction authors. Currently there 
approximately 350 authors featured, all published authors, some better known than others. 
However people I searched for, having recently contacted to ask if they could do an author talk, 
were not on – Charlie Higson, Alan Gibbons, Malorie Blackman. The profiles do in the main 
include a direct email to the author. So much better than children having to email publishers 
then keep their fingers crossed it is passed on and wait indefinitely for a reply. If the author has 
their own website this opens in a new window where there is more information. 
This is very useful for primary schools as a starting point for work on particular authors. With a 
focus on reading for pleasure I can see it being used more and authors currently unaware signing 
up to gain coverage and school bookings. 
  
 



Reading For Pleasure 
NUT Online Resource Guide 
  
http://www.teachers.org.uk/node/12394 
  
I had seen this document when it was first released, but not explored it thoroughly. Alternatively 
it has expanded since I last looked as its stated aim is for members to add to. This is incredibly 
useful now the Government is making noises about Reading for Pleasure. 
This can be found on the NUT site but is not political. However, unless you know of its 
existence, would you search on this site for the information? The good news is that searching for 
R4P in Google, it was the third most popular site listed, so hopefully teachers will find it. 
This information is offered via a downloadable pdf 
(http://www.teachers.org.uk/files/active/1/Reading-4-Pleasure-7225.pdf) or an online resource 
(http://www.teachers.org.uk/node/12394), containing a wealth of practical suggestions about 
how activities to promote reading for pleasure can be introduced back into the classroom or 
organised on a whole school basis. The on-line guide suggests professional development 
activities, ideas for whole school policy development and sources of further information 
designed to extend teachers’ knowledge of high quality reading resources. 
Booktrust’s research released May 2012 shows that only 39% of schools have a R4P policy, but 
use of this booklet will enable more schools to draw up a policy, and importantly – act upon it. 
The CPD section doesn’t blame teachers for the difficulties in keeping up to date but suggests 
contacting the experts – LIBRARIANS. How’s that for recognition? 
The inspection and school self evaluation link does not work any longer as it links to the teacher 
net website. It does direct the user to the DFE website but you have to find the link yourself 
which isn’t easy. There are also ideas to get parents involved – e.g. using Reading Connects on 
NLT website. 
Information on libraries includes different libraries, including support for SLSs. Public libraries – 
reading groups, book awards, festivals and SRC – all known by the school librarian, but 
extremely good advocacy to put in front of teachers. 
  
Literary Connections 
  
http://www.literaryconnections.co.uk/         
  
Literary Connections offers consultancy, training and resources for English and ICT. It was set 
up by ex-teacher/educationalist Tom Rank to provide educational consultancy, especially on the 
use of ICT to enhance the teaching of English. 
The site offers more for English teachers in secondary schools, including 
A level, as its tendency is towards classic set texts, but it is still very useful for school librarians to 
be aware of. If teachers suggest a lesson the librarian could use the site for ideas on bringing the 
teaching of classics up to date with suggestions to utilise blogs/twitter/etc. These ideas can be 
transferred to alternative book titles. Once an activity is successfully introduced into the lesson, 
then point the teacher to the site and let them expand their repertoire using the useful resources 
and links provided. I’m sure they will thank you for alerting them. I found a useful sounding 
book which I ordered for my PGCE son who has used some of the activities successfully in 
school already.  
 


